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Now that’s What we Call Research Justice!
Continued from pg.1

Take Tracey for example. Her teenage
son was swept away by the juvenile
justice system. She was determined
to fix this badly flawed system that
nearly broke her son. She said, “when
I walked into DataCenter’s training
and saw the data that we had all
gathered as mere ‘everyday people’
and realized that we were being taken
seriously, I cried.… I felt like they were
giving life to our work as parents and
our hopes as human beings.” (pg. 6)
When Paulo Freire spoke, I think
he envisioned faces of resilient
souls like Tracey, and the domestic
worker women who completed their
first-ever national industry study
(pg. 1 and 5), exposing that more
than one out of every five domestic
workers makes less than minimum
wage. Irrefutable documentation of
substandard working conditions is
key to exposing injustice, winning
allies across sectors, and moving
policy agendas.

When we are truly masters of our
own inquiry, we embody the dignified
humanity each one of us works so
hard to reclaim in the world. Now
that’s what we call Research Justice!
DataCenter is committed to elevating
the voices of “everyday people”
like Tracey by putting community
research right in their hands:
DataCenter’s research resources (such
as the enclosed ‘Inside Research
Justice’ handout) are community
tools to reclaim our destined roles as
masters of our own inquiry – because
liberation calls for nothing less!
Thank you for your valuable support!
In community,
miho kim
Executive Director
DataCenter

DataCenter wishes Saba farewell:

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter!
www.facebook.com/ResearchJustice • www.twitter.com/ResearchJustice

Inside Research Justice
1.

2.

IDENTIFY sources of information, found all
COLLECT, ASSESS, AND PROCESS information so that
across the spectrum from grassroots to mainstream. it tells accurate stories and gains power with its audience.

GRASSROOTS

MAINSTREAM
COMMUNITY HISTORIES

LIVED EXPERIENCE

TIMES

STORIES

ACADEMIC REPORT

THE RIGHT TO
KNOW

THE RIGHT TO
BE HEARD

LEVERAGE
COMMUNITY
KNOWLEDGE

Communities use social
science tools (surveys,
interviews, mapping,
etc.) to package their
knowledge into data to
convey to decision
makers and other
target audiences.

Communities share
information with each
other through methodologies such as stories,
arts, rituals, cultural
practices etc.

MAJOR NEWSPAPER

GOVERNMENT DATA

Communities take
information that is
inaccessible (proprietary,
jargony, specialized, etc.)
and transform it through
popular education, fact
sheets, and translation to
convey to those most
impacted.

LEVERAGING
MAINSTREAM
INFO
Communities strategically use mainstream
information as is and
present it to decision
makers or other target
audiences.

3. PACKAGE AND

PRESENT the information to move diﬀerent
audiences to action.

COMMUNITY MEMBERS

4. ACHIEVE
RESEARCH JUSTICE

where communities are
recognized as experts and
strategically use information
to create social change.

POLICY MAKERS

IMPACT
• Build grassroots power
• Grow grassroots leadership
• Strengthen movements
• Improve lives

• Transform society
• Inform strategy
• Win Campaigns
• Change Policy

Designed by Rosten Woo

New tool ReleaseD: iNsiDe ReseaRCh JustiCe
Knowledge is valued diﬀerently based on
the source of information. Community
voices are often dismissed as anecdotal
and institutional data is often hidden
in proprietary databases or written in
inaccessible language. Yet, the ‘right to
know’ and the ‘right to be heard’ can be

the linchpins of success for grassroots
communities engaged in social change
campaigns.

DataCenter uses “Inside Research Justice”
to demonstrate how organizers can think
strategically about information — what it

Facebook.com/ResearchJustice

•

DataCenter.org

•

is, who needs to hear it, and how it needs
to be packaged so it’s heard. More than
1,000 community members have engaged
with “Inside Research Justice” since we
first developed the tool for our trainings
over three years ago. Share this copy with
your friends, neighbors, and colleagues!

twitter.com/ResearchJustice
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In 2005, DataCenter conducted its first
“Research 101” training. Now, seven
years later, it’s DataCenter’s flagship
training – more robust and refined than
ever. The Research 101 curriculum will
be a free tool available via download
from DataCenter.org in 2013!

“

This training curriculum builds the
capacity of grassroots organizers and
community members. Research 101
eﬀectively:
• introduces the powerful history
of popular and community-driven
research in liberation and social justice
movements throughout the world
• explores the theory of Research Justice
– a strategic framework that seeks
to transform structural inequities in
research
• puts forward community-driven
research as a powerful tool to build
grassroots power

“

CoMiNG to the soCial MoVeMeNt NeaR You

DATACENTER’S ReseaRCh 101 TRAINING CURRICULUM

“The Data Center works to dismantle the disconnect between
community knowledge and ‘authoritative research’ by helping
communities learn and apply social science tools so they share
‘expert status’ with policymakers and academic institutions.”
— Zachary Norris, Co-Director, Justice for Families

• helps participants choose which
research methods will prove most
eﬀective in their campaigns
DataCenter believes Research Justice is
achieved when tools, such as Research
101, are made available to any and all
interested organizers and community
leaders fighting for social justice.
Research 101 better equips marginalized
communities to reclaim, own, and wield
all forms of knowledge and information.
With strategic support, the knowledge
and information generated by these
communities can be used as political
leverage to advance their own agendas
for change.

Utilizing Research 101 strategies, a
domestic worker explains how she
wants to affect domestic worker policy.

“LISTENING” & “STRATEGY” IN RESEARCH PARTNERSHIPS WITH
INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES
partnerships to protect Indigenous lands, waters, and cultural resources. Participating tribal members learned how
to use Research Justice tools to envision and begin to design
collaborative Indigenous-led research projects focusing on
critical environmental issues aﬀecting Southern California
tribal communities.

In October 2012, DataCenter co-facilitated the Southern
California Tribal Listening and Strategy Session on
Environmental Issues at the UC Irvine campus. A brainchild of Angela Mooney D’Arcy, member of the Acjachemen
Nation and founder and Executive Director of the Sacred
Places Institute for Indigenous Peoples (SPIIP), the event
included a variety of co-sponsors: United Coalition to
Protect Panhe; Women’s Earth Alliance; Environment
Institute; Oﬃce of Civic and Community Engagement;
American Indian Resource Center; and Center for Citizen
Peacebuilding at University of California, Irvine.
Employing Research Justice tools found in Research 101
(see above article), the event brought together Indigenous
community leaders with researchers from a wide range
of disciplines to lay the groundwork for future research
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“

“The more I learned about Research Justice, the
more it seemed to be the right framework in which
to start exploring research partnership projects
that honor Indigenous leadership.”

”

— angela Mooney D’arcy, founder and Executive Director,
Sacred Places Institute for Indigenous Peoples

It is at the nexus of community members and academics that
DataCenter can play a key role; Research Justice is used to create
equitable spaces, facilitating solidarity between grassroots communities and institutional researchers.
Interested in partnering with DataCenter? Contact us!
info@datacenter.org • (510) 835-4692
www.DataCenter.org
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